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Editor’s Note: Here’s additional show floor cover-
age from the annual Kinsey’s Dealer Show that
opened February 22 at the Hershey Lodge and
Convention Center in Hershey, Pennsylvania.
Information on exhibiting at or attending next win-
ter’s event is available by calling (800) 366-4269. If
you’re a Kinsey’s dealer or want to become one, ask for
extension 3207 or 3015. Manufacturer inquiries can
go to extension 3033 or 3041.

Chris Kozlik of New Archery Products shows
Steve and Debbie Rodger of Steve’s
Archery, Shenandoah, Virginia the new
Nightmare broadhead. From the side the
Nightmare resembles a Thunderhead, but
instead of blades held in place by pressure
against the insert and point, these are
anchored by tiny screws similar to those
used in the hinge of a pair of glasses. The
blades are thicker as well, .030 inch, to bet-
ter stand up to hits on bone from high-
powered bows. Instead of projecting from the cen-
ter of the ferrule, the blades are offset, which Kozlik
said punches a larger hold through flesh and hide
than a traditional blade alignment.

NAP will sell replacement blades for the 100 grain
Nightmare, along with a tiny screwdriver and extra screws.
“The screws are so small they are easy to lose,” Kozlik said. “I
tell people if they are going to change blades, they need to

lean over a table or counter, and not over a shag carpet.” For
pricing information, talk to your distributor, your sales repre-
sentative or get in touch with the Illinois manufacturer at
(800) 323-1279.

Axcel tournament sights are from Tomorrow
Resources Unlimited, known to most of the market for
the popular T.R.U. Ball release aids. The sight shown
here was introduced at the 2007 ATA Show and creat-
ed a stir because the very fine 40 pitch lead screw
gave tournament archers more precise adjustments
than were typically available up to that point.

Brian Summers said the lightweight unit is avail-
able in 2, 3, or 4-1/2 inch body styles. Someone shoot-
ing indoors may opt for the compact 2 inch range,
while an outdoor FITA style archer may need the 4-
1/2 inches of travel. Then retailers will need to decide
if they want to stock 6, 9, or 12 inch extension bars.
Those bars come with or without a Mathews
Harmonic Damper. There are right and left hand
models and a choice of six color combinations.

By this fall, Summers said Axcel should be introduc-
ing precision hunting sights with some of the same
features it brought to market in this tournament
series. To find out more, contact the manufacturer at
(434) 929-2800.
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Impact Archery has new Camo Tech sights in the line that it
expects will sell better than the Fiber Tech shown at the bottom in
this display. Sales Manager Bill Millican told ArrowTrade the three-
pin Fiber Tech sights are an excellent value, going to dealers for
around $25. But even though the company offered a five-year
warranty on the blade style polycarbonate pins, the market seems
to prefer metal pins, and pins that can be set to tighter spacing.

The Camo Tech models offering the metal pins with essentially
the same metal body and polycarbonate pin guard as the original
model. Top and bottom pins angle in so zero pin gap settings are
possible. The three-pin version goes to retailers for around $40,
and you can order 4 or 5 pin models as well. Get more information
from your distributor or contact Impact Archery in Georgia at
(770) 521-9173.

Doug Hunt and Channy Sword (right in photo at left)
were holding the latest models in the Sword Acu-
Sight line. The Twilight Hunter models’ blue light is
adjustable to three intensity settings. This company
also offers blue fibers as an aid to the many males who
have some red/green color blindness. “We don’t build
sights until the orders come in. If a dealer has a cus-
tomer who has trouble seeing red, we can set one up
with green and blue. We’ve also got dealers who will
say ‘I want two .029 pins, two .019 pins and one .010
pin,” Channy said.

For pricing information on the Twilight Hunter and
Twilight Hunter Micro, call (606) 666-7612.

Kacy Butterfield, one of the inside sales people at Black
Gold, holds the company’s new FlashPoint Ignite microad-
just sight. These sights dispense with Black Gold’s tough
fin-shaped polymer pins in favor of all metal sickle shaped
pins.The .020 inch Micro Dot pins are individually microad-
justable for elevation, moving the impact point on a target
20 yards away about 1 inch with a full rotation of the
appropriate wheel. Separate gang windage and elevation
adjustment knobs are also built into this sight,which
comes in black or anodized in a Multi-Match camo.

Naturally the sight is equipped with a Skycoil
Technology, which changes the opacity of the top fiber
housing to help even out illumination to the pins. The
rounded direct mounting arm incorporates 1st, 2nd and
3rd axis adjustability. With all those features, the new
FlashPoint Ignite retails for about $195 if you’re selling the
seven pin camo model, $175 if your customer would like a
five pin anodized in black.

You can reach Kacy or her teammates at the Montana
firm by dialing (406) 388-9060.
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LimbSaver’s Prism sights were on display in the many variations, all
with bright fiber optics fed by a top-mounted prism that reflects and
concentrates ambient light. Vice President Bob Stotler explained there
are 1, 3 and 5 pin versions in the standard model or in the Elite Prism
which incorporates micro adjustments. You can order sights with the
.029 fibers or the smaller .019 fibers that Stotler said outsell them about
five to one. Hunters who want to practice or hunt at longer ranges may
choose a Prism Long Range Hunter, which adds a floating or range
adjustable fourth or sixth pin, depending on the model.

Reach the Washington manufacturer at (877) 257-2761.

Bob and Diane Bottjer of Southern Tier Archery
Reps were at the Kinsey’s Show on behalf of one of
their clients, Viper Archery Products. Bob showed
ArrowTrade a new sight featuring a single vertical
pin. The deep round housing is wrapped with 24
inches of fiber.

Diane holds the company’s Quickset range
adjustable models in one of the many camo finish-
es available, a sight that’s been revised this year to
incorporate a single lockdown. Viper now offers
sights in these Realtree patterns: Max 4, AP,
Hardwoods and Hardwoods Green. It also offers
them in the Lost Camo from Mathews. Now that
Viper is set up to do its own film dipping, Diane
said the Ohio company has been able to ship prod-
uct more promptly. “It costs a dealer about $10
more to go from ordering a sight in black to one in
camo,” she said.“Even so, I sell more in camo.”

Reach Viper Archery Products at (740) 894-6100.

Scott Archery is expanding beyond releases with its purchase
of the Custom Bow Equipment product line. Adam Hayden, who
is an inside sales person for the Clay City, Kentucky manufacturer,
shows Jon Courtney of Courtney Archery (in black) some of the
features of the company’s range adjustable hunting sights. They
use a star-shaped knob to control the sight head’s travel up and
down the body as it glides along a Delran strip.You can order the
Tek-Hunter 3 body alone to use with one of the company’s single
pin apertures, or you can order it with the Multi-Pin Aperture that
carries four pins.

The CBE division of Scott Archery will also continue producing
the target and tournament sights the brand has been known for.
The Quad Lite 3D has 1-7/8 inches of travel, the Quad Light Target
has 3 inches of travel, all driven off a very quick-to-adjust 1/4
pitch lead screw. A third axis adjustment is available as an option.
For a CBE brochure and ordering information, contact Scott
Archery by calling (606) 663-2734.
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Jim Bersey and Tim Wheeland of Lefty’s Archery, Pennsdale,
Pennsylvania get a look at the new pins for the popular direct
mount 900 and dovetail mount 1000 models from Extreme
Archery. Where the company had been using a rod style pin,
it now uses a blade style stainless steel pin formed through
the MIM (metal injection molding) process. Only if you
choose the less popular .010 fiber size in the five pin 1000 will
it still come supported on a rod. Reach Extreme Archery at
(606) 928-9447.

Changes in bow design present challenges and opportuni-
ties for bow press manufacturers.The Sure-Loc X-Press came
on the market as manufacturers were introducing more par-
allel limb bows.With this press you adjust the angle of the
compressing arms by repositioning the bars that cross at the
top of the screw jack allowing you to handle everything from
long limb bows with conventional limb angles to crossbows.
In this demonstration, Larry Draeving has added accessory
brackets to the press to safely handle an X-Force model from
PSE. Reach Sure-Loc in Indiana at (812) 689-9926. Last Chance Archery had set up its booth so retailers could

stand inside and try out its presses. The one with the chrome
handwheel at the right is the manually powered EZ Press. At
the left is the motorized Power Press that quickly adjusts to
bow size and will easily compress 70-pound draw bows. Last
Chance Archery also builds a Deluxe Power Press where the
bow can be flipped to vertical to ease operations such as
repairing serving. For a brochure, contact the Pendergrass,
Georgia manufacturer at (706) 654-6170.

Copper John is responding to demand for more camo sights
with models like the Dead Nuts Hunter Plus. You can get it fin-
ished in black, Realtree AP or Mathews Lost Camo. Michael
McGreevy said the camo models receive their finish at
Waterdog Surface Technologies in Oregon, and since Copper
John has been building an inventory of them since last October
the company should be in a much better position to ship on
time in 2008 than it was last year. For information on all the
sight choices from Copper John, call (315) 258-9269.
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The Pine Ridge Archery Products booth sprouted an array of fence posts, so
Jim Bromberg could make a point about the versatility of the company’s AT-5
Trail Camera Support. Most cameras are designed to mount on medium to large
trees, but with the Pine Ridge product your customers can put the camera any-
where it’s needed, just by tapping in a lightweight gardening post or strong T-
Post. The AT-5 also allows you to angle the camera up or down as needed. It
comes with a 6-foot strap so, if desired, just the front half of the bracket and cam-
era can be secured to a tree. Speaking of cameras, this Illinois firm also makes the
Pro Bow Cam that Bromberg is holding, so you can position a video camera above
or beside you to film your hunt. Pine Ridge can be reached at (877) 746-7434.

Leupold sales representative
Steve Davis was introducing
retailers to a new premium flash-
light line from the well-known
optics firm. These MX lights are
based on a modular system
where your customer decides
what size battery pack, endcap
and head are the best combina-
tion. The choices include bright
Zenon bulbs and energy efficient
LEDs, including a MX3 with four
intensity settings.The MX4 adds a
brilliant strobe light, to help dis-
orient someone who may have
broken into your home. All use
the affordable and powerful CR
123 lithium batteries. Reach
Leupold & Stevens  in Oregon at
(503) 646-9171. w
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